
Ayush Papnai 
Frontend developer 

ayush.papnai123@gmail.com 

+91 8956642843 

Noida, India 

ayushpapnai.in 

github.com/pappijx 

Frontend developer with experience in creating web applications using HTML, CSS, Reactjs, Javascript, redux and Typescript. I like taking initiatives for better
development pipelines. Interested in Fullstack roles with Nodejs. 

WORK EXPERIENCE 

Sr. Frontend developer (Team mentor) 
Zopper 
12/2022 - Present,  
Insure/Assure tech 

Worked on multiple Bank of Baroda web application which increased user
traction by significant 10% in investment sector. 
Created email to pdf conversion tool for developers and product
managers. Using Nodejs, react and library for conversion. 
Email generation tool using mjml. Reduced HTML creation time from 3
days to 1 hour. Used Nodejs, Typescript, React, VITE and Docker. 
Introduced monorepo based project deployment for better code quality
and streamlining the tools used. Introduced mutliple new technologies
and migrated webpack to VITE. 

Software engineer 
Customised Energy Solutions 
05/2022 - 12/2022,  Remote 
Electricity distribution and trading 

Developing and designing UI Component library in angular. 
Created a graphana plugin with reactjs. 
Created company wide consistency in UI design under 6 months. 

Web developer 
Cleartax 
01/2021 - 05/2022,  Bangalore, India 
Fintech company make software that makes finance easy. 

Abtesting tool developed with retool, reactjs, nodejs and mongodb. 
Solely worked on Next.js based project for currenct conversion with
tailwind as UI framework, which brought 50k users on the page. 
Improved core web vitals drastically. 

Software developer (Founding member) 
Creaxt Inc. 
06/2019 - 12/2020,  Remote 
AR/VR based E-Learning Company 

Established base structure for web development and unity game
development. 
Helped new team members learn new techs. 
Managed to create better user experience which brought first investment
for company. 

TOOLS & TECH 

Javascript Reactjs HTML5 CSS3 

JSON Redux Tool Kit Tailwind SEO 

Next.js figma Google tag manager Nodejs 

Google analytics Core Web Vitals UI Designing 

User Experience Jenkins CI Integration 

Typescript VITE 

PROJECTS 
Drag and drop library (in progress) (12/2023 - Present) 

This library will help to create HTML pages just by dragging and
dropping. List of elements are customisable. 
Using Reactjs and chakra UI. 

Response generator (Package) (04/2023 - 04/2023) 
A response generator that helps programmer to quickly parse
multiple objects and return a combined object. 
Got 300 downloads per week. 
https://www.npmjs.com/package/jx-response-generator. 

A/B test tool for marketing website (01/2022 - 03/2022) 
Created A/B testing tool for company marketing website that gives
live incites for User interactions using Reactjs, Nodejs, Mongodb. 

Fuel price web scrapper(nodejs) (03/2023 - 03/2023) 
Created a web scrapper with nodejs and mongodb.
(https://github.com/pappijx/webscrapper) 

LANGUAGES 
English 
Full Professional Proficiency 

Hindi 
Native or Bilingual Proficiency 

Marathi 
Elementary Proficiency 
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